"Jesuits, n. One of the society of Jesus, so-called, founded by Ignatius Loyola; a society remarkable for their cunning in propagating their principles.

Jesuitism: The arts, principles and practices of the Jesuits.
2. Cunning, deceit, hypocrisy, prevarication, deceptive practices to effect a purpose.

Jesuitical: Designing, cunning, deceitful, prevaricating." (Noah Webster's 1828 Dictionary of the English Language).

Looks like the Jesuits own the U.S. Dictionary too!!


Jesuitism: 1. The system, doctrine or practices of the Jesuits.

Jesuitical: 1. Of or relating to the Jesuits, Jesuitism, or Jesuitry." (Webster's Third New International Dictionary).

All true Protestant Christians should watch Rome very carefully because it is the lair of that roaring lion Satan who goes about seeking whom he may devour with his false doctrines (I St. Peter 5:8). Furthermore St. Paul (founder of the Roman Congregation) said that we are not to be ignorant of Satan's devices (II Cor. 2:11).

That old serpent the devil and Satan always stays in the background and runs this evil world from behind the scenes. Very few people even believe that the devil exists . . . and he likes it like that. The same can be said for the Black Pope or Jesuit general. Very few even know of his existence . . . and he likes it like that too!!

With very few exceptions, most of the White Popes since the time of Pope Borgia have been
Murders of the White Popes in the Vatican!

To go back 500 years and do a detailed study on the life and death of each Black and White Pope would be a Homeric undertaking so we will have to limit our expose to the 20th century.

This sinister, secretive character was the Black Pope from 1915 to 1942. He succeeded a German Black Pope named Franz Werner. Ledochowski was Pro-German during World War I and was responsible for the murder of the Czar of Russia and starting World War II.

Pope Pius X died suddenly on August 20, 1914, just before the start of World War I. Pope Benedict became the next White Pope and he was followed by Pope Pius XI in 1922.

This was the beginning of the second most bloody war in the history of the world and Ledochowski became Jesuit general just as the war started.

"In 1866 in a town outside Vienna, at the onset of the last great age of the Austro-Hungarian empire, the wife of Count Anton Ledochowski bore a son named Wlodimir. Of Polish origin, the Ledochowskis were known as a pious and capable family. The count was a royal chamberlain at the Hapsburg court. A brother went on to become a cardinal and prefect of the sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, head of what was later called the Inquisition. Another son of the count became a general in the Austrian army during World War I. There were also two daughters, both whom became nuns, one establishing the Ursulines in Poland and the other directing missionary work in Africa. Wlodimir himself entered the Society of Jesus. He became general of the Jesuits in 1915. He died in Rome in 1942."(McDonough, Men Astutely Trained, p. 65).

Pope Pius XI died suddenly on the eve of World War II
Achille Ratti was the White Pope from 1922 to 1939. Just before the beginning of World War II, he issued an encyclical entitled *Humani Generis Unitas* condemning the racial policies of Nazi Germany.

That was his death sentence as the Black Pope was ready for round two with his champion Nazi Germany.

Here is a quote from the book *The Hidden Encyclical of Pius XI*:

"The old pope Ratti died during the night of 9 February 1939, carried off by another heart attack. Only a few hours after his death, Cardinal Eugéne Tisserant later asserted, two documents were still on his desk: the draft of *Humani Generis Unitas* and the speech the pope planned to give the next day to the Italian bishops on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the Lateran accords. According to Cardinal Tisserant, these documents "disappeared" almost immediately." (*The Hidden Encyclical of Pius XI*, p. 151).

**General Ledochowski died suddenly in 1942**

Jesuit general Ledochowski died suddenly in 1942. At that time imperious Pope Pius XII was Pope and he was not the type to take orders from anyone....If Ledochowski got the poison cup he would have the dubious distinction of being the first Black Pope in history to get a taste of his own medicine . . . and be poisoned.

**Jean Baptiste Janssens became Black Pope in 1946**

Pope Ledochowski was succeeded by Belgian Jean Baptiste Janssens:
This man was the Black Pope from 1946 to 1964. Like White Pope Pius XII, he was a fanatical Fatima Crusader. They both took the world to the brink of World War III at least 3 times.

This era was the height of the Cold War between the Pentagon and the Soviet Union.

At least 3 times during this period the world came to the brink of nuclear war:

1. In 1948 over Berlin
2. In 1952 over Korea
3. The 1956 Hungarian Revolution

Thanks to Presidents Truman and Eisenhower, the Pentagon was unable to get the final OK to launch weapons of mass destruction on Russia and China and the world was spared the frightful holocaust of World War III.

In 1958 general Janssens changed tactics with his Trojan horse strategy!!

The Jesuits under Pope Janssens decided that they did not have enough control of the White House to fight a nuclear war with Russia so their General decided on an age old tactic called the Trojan horse strategy. This maneuver basically tries to capture the fortress from within and it was called the Ecumenical Movement or Vatican Council II.

Unfortunately for the general, imperious Pope XII would not go along with all the "CHANGES." He was used to giving orders . . . not taking them. He refused to appoint a Vatican Secretary of State and did most of the Secretary's work himself.

Imperious Pope Pius XII was used to giving orders . . . not taking them!!
If Pope Pius XII had anything in common with Pope Janssens it was their mutual hatred of communism and the Soviet Union. Together they took the world to the brink of World War III at least 3 times.

Fortunately for mankind, the Jesuits did not have enough control of the White House and they could not make Presidents Truman and Eisenhower give the order to start a nuclear war with Russia.

In 1957, the Pentagon had definite plans for a nuclear war with Russia. It was called OPERATION DROPSHOT. The pretext for the invasion of Russia was the Hungarian Revolution.

Thank God President Eisenhower had the final say and he would not give the Pentagon the go-ahead for Operation Dropshot and World War III.

### Pope Pius XII was poisoned in 1958

The Black Pope had a secret agent right in the Pontifical apartments in the Vatican. She was a very pretty Bavarian nun named Josefine Lehnert a.k.a. Mother Pasqualina. According to UPI, she was one of the most rarely photographed women in the world. She ruled the Vatican with an iron fist. Nobody saw the Pope without her approval.

La Popessa (1894-1983) was the *housekeeper* for Eugenio Pacelli since their first meeting

La Popessa with her 2 assistants in a very rare Vatican photo.

La Popessa (left) with 2 other nuns admiring baby "Jesus" in the crib at Christ
Papal doctor said that Pius XII was feeling "GREAT" just before his demise!!

Professor Riccardo Galeazzi-Lisi was personal physician to Pope Pius XII for almost 30 years. Like the Pope, he was a Roman by birth and his specialty was optometry. He was a member of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences and a VIP at the Vatican. In this picture he is saluted by a Swiss Guard.

He made sure that the Pope followed a very healthy diet and exercised every day.

The Pope had stipulated in his will that he be embalmed by the simple non-intrusive method of aromatic embalming.

The doctor followed his orders to the letter. This method did not hide the terrible stench of the poison and the culprits were furious with the doctor and tried to have his license revoked.

The doctor was barred from the Vatican until his death in 1968.

According to La Popessa, the Pope exercised every day:

"The ritual had been the same every day. She would hear Pius pedaling away on his stationary bicycle for ten minutes; hear him grunt while working out with dumbbells and tension cables. At times he would look embarrassed and explain to her his reasons for the daily exercise routine. "God has given us a body to perform those duties which he has assigned to each of us," Pius said. "It is, therefore, the obligation of everyone to maintain his body in good condition to permit the best performance of those duties." She had heard the same story over and over; ever since his sickly youth, when the boys would taunt him for being weak and scrawny, he had put aside a half hour almost every day for keeping muscular and trim. Pascalina usually walked out; she had no time to listen to old conversation, or for exercise, a practice she considered "a waste-of-time nonsense." The nun got all
the exercise she considered necessary, she'd say, taking care of their quarters and catering to his every whim" (Murphy, La Popessa, pp. 20-21).

The Pope took a daily stroll to maintain his good health!!

Murders of the White Popes in the Vatican!!

Looks like Dr. Galeazzi-Lisi was doing a GREAT job in preserving the Pope's health.

These photos were taken by Dr. Galeazzi-Lisi just days before the timely demise of his patient.

Pope Pius taking a brisk walk in the gardens of Castel Gondolfo, Oct. 1958.

The sudden death of Pope Pius XII

Death came suddenly to Pope Pius XII on Oct. 9, 1958.
Murders of the White Popes in the Vatican!!

Eugene Cardinal Tisserant Dean of the Sacred College of Cardinals, administers last rites to the dead Pope. At left can be seen the Pope's personal physician, Dr. Galeazzi-Lisi.

La Popessa was by the Pope's side during his final moments and tried to take charge even after his death. French Cardinal Tisserant hated her and ordered her to quit the Vatican by nightfall on the day of the Pope's funeral.

After the Pope's death there was an awful stench from the corpse and his face became terribly discolored.

These are classic symptoms of the cup of Borgia. Borgia died in August and the heat made the effects of the poison even worse.

Dr. Galeazzi-Lisi was blamed for not properly embalming the Pope's body and he was censored by the Italian medical profession as a quack doctor and a medicine man.
Black Pope Janssens ordered a change in tactics called Vatican Council II

After the *timely* death of Pope Pius by La Popessa, [General Janssens](#) ordered a complete change of tactics. He had Angelo Roncalli "elected" White Pope and he called Vatican Council II or the Ecumenical Movement.

Under orders from his General, Pope John XXIII inaugurated the Trojan horse Ecumenical Movement or Vatican Council II.

The Latin Mass was dumped along with the dogma: there is no salvation outside the Church of Rome....All religions were now going to get you to Heaven as long as you were sincere.

Under the teachings of Vatican II, sincere Communists, Buddhists, Hindus, Moslems, atheists etc., etc. were all going to Heaven . . . as long as they were SINCERE!!

Among the multiplicity of "changes" brought about by Vatican II was the teaching that Protestants were no longer "heretics" but SEPARATED BRETHERN!!

The present Black Pope is named Peter-Hans Kolvenbach

The present Death's Head general is Dutch and has commanded the Jesuit army since 1983. Since Vatican II, the generals have schemed desperately to gain control of the U.S. military and the White House. This general's dream is to use U.S. weapons of mass destruction on all liberty loving nations:
The President has the final say about the use of nuclear weapons. He alone carries the nuclear football that contains the launch codes for a nuclear war. That is why the 2 generals desperately want a puppet President in the White House!!

Vital Link

Complete list of the Jesuit generals
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